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K3G (English: A Friend's Affair) is a 2001 Indian Hindi-language family drama film directed by Karan Johar and produced by .
The film is the fifth installment in the Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham trilogy, alongside Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna and Kabhi
Alvida Naa Kehna, and the first installment in the trilogy by the same director. . The story revolves around the problems of a
middle class teenage Indian couple dealing with the issue of their parents' divorce. The film marks the second collaboration
between acting superstars Amitabh Bachchan, Shah Rukh Khan and their real-life family members and wife, Kajol and Jaya
Bachchan. Since its release, K3G has created many records, and is one of the most successful Indian films ever made . Critics
lauded the film, with the Indian Express calling it "a beautiful, touching film." . The film also became an instant cult favourite
throughout India, grossing at the box office. K3G introduced many Hindi film-goers to the works of American writer Chuck
Palahniuk, who wrote the original story for K3G, before adapting the novel into a screenplay. K3G was nominated for the
Apsara Film and Television Producers Guild Awards in several categories, and it won the "Special Jury Award for Avant Garde
Performance" at the Apsara Film & Television Producers Guild Awards ceremony. At the 49th Filmfare Awards, K3G won the
Filmfare Award for Best Movie . As of 2015, K3G is the highest grossing Bollywood film at the Indian box office. After the
success of K3G, Johar directed and cast Khan, Bachchan and Kajol's real-life families in a trilogy of films that became very
popular in India. Johar's other collaborations with the three actors included Kuch Kuch Hota Hai and Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna,
both of which were produced by Johar in 2001. Plot A middle-class teenage couple (Saurabh Dubey and Minissha Lamba)
struggle with the issue of their parents' divorce. Their parents' best friends (Shobhaa De and Arbaaz Khan) stay with them in
their house in the hope of bringing their relationship back on track. De is assigned to prepare the couple for the
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